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EVMS Fundamentals

CBTW – EVMS Services is pleased to offer our fully narrated,
interactive Earned Value training course to government
contractors, agencies, and students worldwide. Every year this
course economically provides beginner to intermediate EVMS
training to thousands of personnel who wish to quickly become
familiar with EVMS principles. The course is delivered from
our online Learning Center, so there is no software to install
and no instructor to schedule.

Course Description and Outline
The EVMS Fundamentals course contains approximately
three dozen narrated lessons. This course, is equivalent
to two days of instructor-led training, but can be taken
independently in 6 to 8 hours.
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EVMS Overview: Terminology and Definitions
Organizations Within Earned Value Environments
Work Breakdown Structure and Control Accounts
Performance Measurement Baseline
Project Schedules (IMP & IMS)
Cost and Schedule Integration
Incorporating Actual Costs
Earned Value Methodologies
Estimates To Complete
Metrics, Variance Analysis, and Reporting (Includes
DCMA Trip Wires)
• EVMS Criteria, Compliance, and Deliverables

Benefits of On-Demand Learning
Our interactive courseware will give you the flexibility to train
your staff without the concerns of scheduling instructors,
rooms, equipment, and personnel. The benefits are
significant:

Benefits of EVMS Fundamentals

• Your entire staff will maintain a standard level of
EVMS understanding, so that you can maximize the
benefits of your earned value management system.
• Your staff can learn in small groups, or independently,
studying at their desktop, at their own pace.
• This course is fully web enabled and fully compatible
with most Learning Management Systems.
• The course has bookmarking capability which allows
students to easily return to wherever they left off.
• Your Training Administrator has 24/7 access to
student progress and test scores.

About Us . . .
CBTW personnel have been providing EVMS training
and professional services to the government contracting
industry for over 25 years. We’ve worked with all of the
leading defense contractors and agencies to deliver world
class EVMS training and implementation support. CBTW
was the first vendor to deliver cost effective, fully narrated,
web delivered earned value training for this industry. Since
then, thousands of program management personnel have
completed our EVMS Fundamentals training course.
We invite you to evaluate EVMS Fundamentals!
Please contact us for your evaluation login today.

 Economical Training Cost per Student
 Reduced Technical Resources Required
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